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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to x-ray the musical relevance of yaa 

ceremony puberty rite in Ogoni communities of Rivers State. Yaa 

puberty rite is a ceremony that initiates a man into manhood. For a 

man to be recognized or given any sensitive position in Ogoni, the 

person must pass through the yaa puberty rite. To achieve this, both 

primary and secondary sources were used. Critical issues 

investigated in this work include the spiritual and socio-political 

significance of the ceremony. 

 

Introduction 

Historical background 

The real origin of the people of Ogoni remains a mystery. According to 

Wiwa (1992), there is yet much anthropological, ethno-sociological and 

linguistic work to be done to determine the true origin of the estimated 

500,000 Ogoni people (p. 14). Gberegbara (2012) affirms that at present, 

recent census carried out in the area puts the population of Ogoni to over 

900,000 people. There are three theories that account for the origin of Ogoni 

as a people.. one tradition has it that a fleet of soldiers of fortune from 

Ghana who were in search of slaves set out along the coast of what is today 

called Nigeria and were stranded at the estuary of Imo River. This was at a 
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place now known as Opuoko in the present day Khana Local Government 

Area of Rivers State. It is believed that this settlement took place as a result 

of the activities of the British Navy against slave dealers and other anti-

slave forces on the Atlantic Ocean. Luther (1986) stresses that during this 

period, “the soldiers of fortune from Ghana decided to settle at Opuoko to 

avoid the risk of being captured by the British anti-slave patrol team” (p. 

23). Loolo (1981) contends that “from Opuoko they later spread to other 

parts of Ogoni and that the name Khana used for the people of the area is 

in fact a mistaken pronunciation of the word Ghana” (p. 25). 

 

Geographical location 

Ogoni is one of the ethnic groups located in Rivers state, part of the Niger 

Delta area in Nigeria. It is one of the minority ethnic groups in Nigeria, but 

has the richest mineral resources in Nigeria. Ogoni communities spread 

across Khana, Gokana, Eleme and Tai. Traditionally, this region has six 

kingdoms which are Babbe, Gokana, Ken-Khana, Nyo-Khana and Tai. They 

have upland and coastal communities, the areas are bordered thus, on the 

north, Andoni-Opobo Local Government Area, on the west, Oyibo Local 

Government Area, on the south, Obio-Akpor Local Government Area and 

on the east by Port Harcourt Local Government Area. The Ogoni’s occupy 

a geographical area measuring about 400 square miles and numbering 

about 500,000 square kilometers. They also have four major languages 

which are inter-related. Linguistic experts classified their languages as a 

district group within the Benue-Congo branch of African languages. They 

also share boundary with Akwa Ibom state. Ogoni’s are blessed despite 

their complaints of marginalization by the Nigeria government. They are 

endowed with natural oil and agricultural resources. That is one of the 

reasons why the state government under the leadership of Hon. Rotimi 

Chibuike Amaechi sited one of the largest banana plantations Songhai farm 

in the area. The communities are accessible by road and sea and major 

companies in Rivers state like the Eleme petrochemical, refinery, the Ocean 

Terminal at Onne, cement companies, etc all sited in Ogoni land. 
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Yaa ceremony 

Yaa is a puberty rite made compulsory for all male children in Ogoni land. 

Four communities in Ogoni land where yaa puberty rite is practiced are  

Kaani, Tai, Kor and Bianu. According to Nsaneh (2016) “yaa traditional rite 

is very important in Ogoni because there are certain positions in the 

community you cannot occupy if you have not participated in yaa rite.” The 

yaa traditional rite is performed once in two years and it lasts for eight 

months from May-January. The participation is strictly for indigenes and 

strangers who have lived in the community for more than two years. The 

main reason for non-indigenes participating in yaa is to acquire protection, 

spiritual power and to be a hero. Beabu (2013) states that: 

The practice of yaa has a lot of spiritual and physical 

significance. It is believed that during this initiation rite the 

participants are communicating with the gods or spirits of the 

land. To that effect they are not expected to have a carnal 

knowledge of the opposite sex (p. 10). 

 

The first outing (May-June) 

 The yaa rite is meant for two sets of participants, the first set is for virgin 

males called Legbo yaa between the ages of five years to twelve years (5-12 

years) and the second set is for adults who are married and did not 

participate in yaa when they were virgins, they are called Alo yaa. The only 

difference between the two sets is the confinement of the virgins in their 

homes for two months as a fattening room process where they are taught 

the customs and values of the community. The adults are expected to be 

confined for two months but it is not compulsory because they are married 

men. They are free to go about their normal business in order to fend for 

their families. Despite this freedom, they are not allowed to sleep with their 

wives on the same bed, they sleep on the floor with mats. Nwikina (2015) 

in an interview supports that: 

The practice of yaa has a lot of spiritual and physical 

significance. It is believed that during the initiation rite, the 
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participants communicate with the gods or spirits of the land 

and because of that, they are not expected to have any carnal 

knowledge of the opposite sex. 

Clement (2010) asserts that “the yaa participants are expected to perform 

their first outing with George wrapper  tied around their waists and their 

bodies adorned and this type of dressing is called korodun attire.” (p. 15) 

The dress code of any performance is part of their cultural identity, each 

outing of this yaa puberty rite has a particular dress code to differentiate it 

from other outings and the participants are conscious of their dress codes. 

They also tie small bells around their waists, they are beautifully adorned. 

 

This first outing is accompanied with music as they move along the 

community and this music is to create awareness that the process of the 

fattening room has successfully ended. The song also attracts the 

community, signifying that yaa puberty rite is in progress. The music is also 

to intimate women by informing them that fattening room is for women 

and not for men. The song is in call and response form. 

 

Song 1 

Waako Du 

Khana   English Translation 

Ei – ye---    Yes  

Ei – ye---    Yes 

Wako du    The woman of the fatten room 

Eiye     You are back from the fatten room 

Oh ee aara tu eiye   From the house to the market 

Oh ee aara du eiye   You are back from the market 

Oh ee aara 

Bogo – eiye 
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The second outing (July – August) 

The parents of the participants, brothers, sisters and age mates appear in 

traditional attire, ready for the outing ceremony. Two special plants known 

as bondua and beogun are prepared in a solution and used to tattoo the body 

of the participants. The females in the socio-cultural ritual are there to assist 

their brothers, relations and kinsmen taking part in the ceremony. The 

outing kicks off in the afternoon on a particular day of the Ogoni market 

day called deeson and continues till sun set. They are provided with long 

sticks to heat the plantains as they move along. They are expected to visit 
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all their relations, friends, sacred places and well deserving ones before the 

ceremony ends. As they move along, they will be guided by the elders who 

instruct and caution them when they want to be violent. The participating 

male children heating the plantain are poised with spears in their hands 

tied with handkerchief/head ties and carried on the shoulders by able 

bodied young men. 

 

The song in the second outing portrays the importance of participating in 

yaa puberty rite in the community. The song informs that a male child who 

did not participate in yaa can be rejected by his kinsmen in the community. 

The yaa participants sing and dance along the community with the same 

song also in call and response form and musical instruments are used to 

accompany the song. 

 

Song 2 

Legbo 

Khana    English Translation 

Call: wuga eh nan lena  My sister are no more my friends 

Response: Iyo   I am no more liked by my mother’s 

Call: ep wuga ndaka ko  Sister said 

Nim bira yaa    I did not play yaa 

Me yaa naa lubanda   Yaa is not for me 

Kwugi naale ah iyo   There is no money 
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The third outing (September – October) 

This outing is called mii bee zongon checkpoint. The participants costume is 

George tied around their waist and also move from one community to the 

other begging for money. There is an unusual checkpoint created by the 
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youths in each of the wards in the villages. It is also a device used in the 

ceremony to check the participants by asking them to pay specific amount 

of money ranging from fifty naira to one hundred naira and a bottle of gin 

from each of the participants. During these processes, passage is not 

allowed until the above money and items stated are provided. Failure to 

comply to their demand, they have the right to seize their musical 

instruments such as metal gongs, drums, shit wooden drums, etc. The  

seized items are reclaimed when they comply with their demands. It is 

obligatory, for this act forms part of the ceremony. The checkpoint is 

controlled by youths from each of the wards in the villages. The youths 

represent each of the compounds in the area where the checkpoints are 

located. The money realized is shared among the youths at the checkpoint, 

after the ceremony. The participants move along with their own 

instruments and instrumentalists. They queue in traditional style, the virgin 

participants called legbo yaa and adults participants called alo yaa always 

dance the free medley dance. It takes place at a place called Degbarage, the 

old participants will be at a cross road and will not allow the new yaa 

participants led by an old yaa participants to cross over. If the old 

participants refuse them access to cross over, the new participants will buy 

drink and also give them money. 

 

Here the yaa  participants educates the community that participating in yaa 

makes one a hero, a yaa participant can be installed as a chief in the 

community and also qualified to pour libation to appease the gods of the 

land. Musical instruments such as drums, slit wooden drum and metal 

gong are used to accompany the songs. 
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Song 3 

Doya Wa Teraa 

Khana     English Translation 

Yaa nuka, do yaa waa taara (2x)  Yaa is a thing of honor 

Yaa nugia     Do yaa don’t run (2x) 

Do yaa wa-tara    Yaa is for the hero 

Yaa nukwugi, do yaa waa taara  Yaa is for money 

      Yaa is for the hero  
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The fourth outing (November – December) 

This period, the participants are coming towards the end of the ceremony. 

The participants are expected to tie blanket to cover them from head to toe; 

only their faces will be visible. They are expected to cut seven palm tree 

leaves and the participants will be placed with the palm tree leaves on the 

head as a sacrifice to the gods so that the evil spirit will not harm them. 

After this procedure, the participant takes one jar of palm oil to the 

godfather, yaa godfather share the oil to both the participants and non-

participants. This stage is also accompanied with music. Songs are sung in 

their godfather’s compound and dances and merriments take place. As long 

as the yaa ceremony lasts, the participants are fed by old women who they 

believe are holy. 

 

The song in this outing is called yaa yaa, this song spurs them into action. 

This song stimulates them into youthful performance, the song is also for 

merriment, the yaa participants are happy that they are getting towards the 

end of the rigorous exercise. The yaa participants sing and dnace to their 

satisfaction. 

 

Song 4 

Yaa Yaa 

Khana    English Translation 

Yaa yaa, yaa yaa, yaa  Yaa is yaa, yaa is yaa 

Yaa, yaa, yaa    Yaa is yaa, yaa is yaa 

Zia ee, Ee eh    Food is there   

Mii ee, Ee eh    Yaa ia yaa 

Yaa ee, Ee eh    Drink is there 

     Yaa is yaa 
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The fifth outing (January the last stage) 

The participants go to the market square and this is the final stage of the 

yaa. They are happy and in high spirit. They feel fulfilled as men. As they 

get to the market square, they touch people gathered at the market square 

and people in turn touch them in order to get spiritual power which they 

possess. It calls for a big celebration. From the market square the 

participants dispatch to their various compounds to entertain visitors and 

relations who have travelled far and near to grace the ceremony. At this 

point, the fathers of the children wait at their homes to receive their children 

and to congratulate them for their courage in becoming men of substance. 

At the end of the activities, several cannon shots are fired into the air as a 

sign of victory over those who are yet to be initiated. Manhood ha sthus 

been attained. 
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The same yaa yaa music continues in this outing, the community gather at 

the market square to celebrate the participants. They sing and dance in the 

market square, dexterity on the music counts for the yaa participants. The 

yaa  participants are happy and make merry for compelting the yaa puberty 

rite. 

 

Song 5 

Yaa Yaa 

Khana    English Translation 

Yaa yaa, yaa yaa, yaa  Yaa is yaa, yaa is yaa 

Yaa, yaa, yaa    Yaa is yaa, yaa is yaa 

Zia ee, Ee eh    Food is there   

Mii ee, Ee eh    Yaa ia yaa 

Yaa ee, Ee eh    Drink is there 

     Yaa is yaa  
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The visit to forest of life 

Clement (2010) narrates that seven days after the celebration, a day is set 

aside for the participants as demanded by tradition to visit the forest of life. 

The manhood journey is scheduled to be early in the morning when the 

initiated contingents of participants move into the forest of life to search for 

a particular tree of life called teghan armed with bows and arrows to shoot 

at the tree when sighted. The Ogoni people attach much importance to the 

tree. The tree is a scarce sacred one and when found in the forest, they shoot 

and pluck the spines from the sacred tree and take the spines home. The 

spine from the tree is pinned on the door post leading into the sitting room 

of the fathers of the initiated children. However, it is expected that arrows 

shot at the tree of life are left on it while the children proceed out of the 

forest one after the other to visit farms. On the farms, they shoot at 

maize/corns, garden eggs, okro, sugarcanes, and peas. The arrows shot at 

the stalks of these crops are left on them. This implies that the children have 

visited the farm. The owners of these farms are advised not to take any legal 

action against the deed. It is a traditional right that permits whatever the 

participants do on the farms. During the visit, crops are to be taken home 

for their consumption. In Ogoni land, a day called deebom is set aside for the 

visit to forest of life as a free day. The participants in the ceremony can visit 

any farm in the locality indiscriminately without consulting the owners of 

the farms. The vist to the forest of life indicates the strenuous life a man will 

pass through while the coming out of it depicts that the man would always 

face problems and overcome it. 

 

The visit to a barren woman (sitor waalaa/waakooh) 

Three months after the yaa ceremony, the virgin participants who were 

initiated into the yaa rite must assemble at the home of the initiator who 

must have taken the highest title in the land. They are to visit a barren 

woman. The woman is believed to be a goddess who has no child. But on 

that visit to her, it is claimed that these visiting children are her children 

who ran away and made her barren. The barren woman visited must be 
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between the ages of 80-100 years of age. If there is no one in the village, she 

must be hired with some money from another community. The barren 

woman called waakooh arrives and must be kept in a confined dark room. 

This apartment where the woman is kept must also be protected and 

secured from evil men. The visit to this holy woman is done at midnight 

when the world is calm. The children are accompanied by able bodied men 

to visit the barren woman. It is a tradition in Ogoni land that in one’s life 

time, a man must touch his goddess. 

 

The participants queue up with the able bodied men to visit the old man 

into the room where the sacred goddess was kept for touch. This act 

indicates that for man to come into this world, he must pass through 

woman. The participants arrive from their homes to touch the holy woman 

for her blessing. The mother of the initiated yaa participants would wait at 

the gate of the compound. On arrival, she calls the name of her son and 

greets him but later curse his son for the day he came into the world of 

problems, death and sin. She would later appeal to God for forgiveness for 

the curse she rendered on her son. The father at this juncture would fire 

seven cannon gun shots into the air indicating that the son could represent 

him in his absence and also to welcome him into the family after a long 

journey into the life of manhood. They are also advised not to commit evil, 

i.e. poisoning a person, any yaa who poisons somebody must die. 

 

Finally, at the end of it all, the elders, chiefs, village heads and others would 

converge at the compound of the yaa or kuebeh title holder to congratulate 

him for the attainment of the title without fear or favour and also his 

courage. The host of the title would then be crowned and honored by the 

elders and title makers of Ogoni land. This also follows with heavy feast 

and music to be celebrated with the host.  
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The role of music in yaa puberty rite are: 

a. To appease the gods 

b. Energizes the participants 

c. To create awareness 

d. For entertainment 

e. To maintain cultural heritage which is handed down from one 

generation to another. 

 

Findings 

Yaa puberty rite is an age long tradition handed down to the communities 

by their fore-fathers, the people of Ogoni land developed the yaa puberty 

rite which has continued as part of their ancient tradition. The yaa puberty 

rite has to do with certain traditions performed by men to become full-

fledged men in Ogoni land. It is also open to women who are interested. In 

order to find out the musical content of the yaa rite and geographical 

location, the knowledge of the background of the people greatly helped to 

bring to some light the concept of yaa as a custom, the concept of yaa custom 

lies in African ideology about rites that emphasized the community of yaa 

from generation to generation. The celebration of yaa puberty rite, from the 

first month to the last month and the activities that take place in each month 

were enumerated music used in the celebration of yaa and the literal English 

meaning of the songs are documented and the music is also translated in 

Ogoni language. Kato (1975) suggest that, 

As human cultures are not totally devoid of defects and 

devoid, all cultural elements in their continuity process must 

be examined in the light of biblical relation. This is imminent 

because cultural practices that are contrary to the scripture 

hinder the peace, harmony, prosperity and happiness of each 

family (p. 126). 

Music is monumental and this has increased as the days go by. Above all, 

without music in this rite, it would be dreadful and boring. Music 
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ameliorates the fears and dread that goes with the initiation as well as 

provide fun even when it is a sacred art or practice. 

 

Recommendations 

The following recommendations are made arising from finding’s in this 

research: 

1. The yaa passage rite and the music, if well packaged can become a 

tourist attraction. People from all works of life will visit Ogoni each 

time the yaa celebration comes up and this will improve the economy 

of the Ogoni people and also bring civilization and development to 

the people. 

2. The musical text of the yaa rite should reflect Ogoni ideology and 

cultural practices. 

3. The music is mostly sung by the males, females should be included 

in the singing and playing of instruments. 

4. The songs are mostly in call and response form, sometimes 

overlapping solo chorus refrain and mixed sectional forms should be 

included. 

 

Conclusion 

Music has proven itself to be very potent and consistent in transmitting core 

natural values. It also recognise the fact that traditional music gives identity 

to people by expressing their value system, norms, beliefs and custom. The 

importance of music in yaa tradition cannot be overemphasized. Music 

stimulates the participants and spurs them into action. It is used to create 

awareness, for entertainment, energize the participants and also to appease 

the gods. Music in yaa puberty rite is handed down from one generation to 

another. It is a continuous process. Communities in Ogoni land should hold 

tenaciously to their culture for continuity. 
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